“We are extremely pleased
with the quality of Entex
BioWeb modules and their
immediate, positive impact
on system performance.”
*Cliff Merritt
Senior Principal Engineer for
WW management
Owens Corning

Owens Corning, Newark, OH

More Efficient, Higher Capacity

Location

Owens Corning’s Science & Technology Center
Sees a Major Upgrade in its Wastewater Treatment System

Newark, OH
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Entex Technologies to
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his novel application is efficient, economical, and offers
a flexible method to achieve additional biological treatment capacity, guaranteeing a bright future in

treating various industrial wastewaters.
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he upgrade has succesfully allowed Owens Corning
to vary production levels, with
“timely delivery, a smooth installation and excellent engineering
and support.”*

Project

Start-up Date
2008

Hydraulic Capacity
0.5 Million GPD

Technology Applied
Webitat™ featuring BioWeb™

Technological Description

Design Parameters Local Standards

IFAS blends the process flexibility
and advanced treatment benefits of
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provides additional stabilized biomass
for increased treatment without increasing the clarifier solids loading. Media can be
added to either aerobic and anoxic zones for kinetic optimization resulting in less tankage.
BioWeb is a patented fabric developed in 1996 designed to maximize
biomass growth comprised of high strength polyester filaments. It
is designed to foster the growth of a healthy and thinly distributed
biofilm, one of the most important aspects of an effective IFAS system.
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